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Metric-Based Meta-Learning
for Cross-Domain Few-Shot
Identification of Welding Defect
With the development of deep learning and information technologies, intelligent welding
systems have been further developed, which achieve satisfactory identification of defective
welds. However, the lack of labeled samples and complex working conditions can hinder the
improvement of identification models. This paper explores a novel method based on metric-
based meta-learning for the classification of welding defects with cross-domain few-shot
(CDFS) problems. First, an embedding module using convolutional neural network
(CNN) is applied to perform feature extraction and generate prototypes. The embedding
module only contains one input layer, multiple convolutions, max-pooling operators, and
batch normalization layers, which has the advantages of low computational cost and
high generalization of images. Then the prototypical module using a prototypical
network (PN) is proposed to reduce the influence of domain-shift caused by different mate-
rials or measurements using the representations in embedding space, which can improve
the performance of few-shot welding defects identification. The proposed approach is ver-
ified on real welding defects under different welding conditions from the Camera-Welds
dataset. For the K-shot classification on different tasks, the proposed method achieves
the highest average testing accuracy compared to the existing methods. The results show
the proposed method outperforms the model-based meta-learning (MAML) and transfer-
learning method. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4056219]

Keywords: welding defect identification, few-shot learning, meta-learning, cross-domain,
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for engineering applications, process modeling for engineering applications

1 Introduction
Welding technology plays a vital role in industrial equipment,

including high-speed rail, aircraft, and marine engines [1]. The
welding quality can be affected by several factors during the
welding process, such as the welding speed, laser power, shielding
gas, and the internal defects of materials [2]. These complex factors
will lead to potential failures and affect the continuous operation of
equipment [3]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop intelligent
detection and identification technology for the quality control of
the welding process.
With the development of artificial intelligence technologies,

numerous deep learning (DL)-based welding monitoring methods
have been developed [4,5], which reduce the dependence on
costly specialized knowledge and provide excellent identification
results in an end-to-end way [6,7]. Yang and Jiang [8] developed
a novel DL framework using multi-level features fusion and a
unified deep neural network (DNN) for weld defect classification,
which can achieve perfect testing accuracy (i.e., 91.36%) on the
radiographic welding dataset with five kinds of weld defects.
Zhang et al. [9] presented a data-driven method using particle
swarm optimization algorithm and stacked auto-encoder to realize
real-time identification of welding defects, which achieves an
average detection accuracy of 90.1% on a private welding dataset.
Although the unified DNN and the stacked autoencoder (SAE)
achieved better performance compared with the support vector
machine and statistical methods, the performance of testing

accuracy is less than 95%, which was inadequate for real-world
industrial applications. Considering the condition of imbalanced
defects distribution, Hou et al. [10] adopted a deep convolutional
neural network (DCNN) and the synthetic minority oversampling
technique to classify weld defects, which can effectively eliminate
sample imbalances and improve classification performance. This
method was evaluated by the public GDXray welding dataset
[11] and achieved a test accuracy of 97.2%. Considering the advan-
tages of sensor fusion techniques [12], Deng et al. [13] introduced a
multi-sensor data fusion network using DCNN for laser welding
process monitoring, which achieved an overall accuracy of
97.57% on the nine classes classification task. However, these
DL-based methods are highly dependent on massive amounts of
labeled data, which will incur under-fitting problems and achieve
unsatisfactory classification performance if the volume of the
defects data is limited (i.e., data scarcity or few-shot problem)
[14]. Inspired by data generation and deep transfer learning
(DTL) [15,16], a defective welds classification framework based
on generative adversarial network (GAN) and fine-tuning strategy
was introduced [17]. This algorithm can directly learn the underly-
ing information within the limited and highly imbalanced data,
which is beneficial for the recognition of defects with small
sample size. Similarly, Guo et al. [18] proposed detection method
using GAN and DTL for welding defect detection on radiographic
images. Although DTL can help solve the cross-domain few-shot
(CDFS) problem by reusing the knowledge of different yet
related tasks, where neither the transfer effect nor the amount of
training data is satisfactory. Furthermore, GAN-based algorithms
are still computationally demanding, which need burdensome
manual tuning of parameters.
Instead, meta-learning provides a learn-to-learn method via the

acquisition of inductive biases or metaknowledge to achieve fast
adaptation to CDFS tasks [19,20], which has been widely used in
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fault diagnosis [21], medical [22], computer vision [23], etc. Zhang
et al. [24] demonstrated a few-shot learning framework using
model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) with learnable inner loop
learning for bearing fault diagnosis, which can achieve perfect accu-
racy on the KAT (i.e., the KAt-DataCenter at Paderborn University)
bearing dataset under the same working condition. Li et al. [25]
introduced a meta-learning architecture based on MAML that con-
siders complex working conditions for the Case Western Reserve
University (CWRU)-bearing fault diagnosis. Su et al. [26] devel-
oped a data reconstruction hierarchical recurrent meta-learning
method to address the CDFS problem in bearing fault diagnosis,
which contains data reconstruction and meta-learning stages.
Wang et al. [27] presented a wavelet prototypical network (PN)
for fault diagnosis with insufficient training samples under the
same working condition, which fuses time and frequency informa-
tion using a fast Fourier transform and convolutional kernel. Simi-
larly, Jiang et al. [28] developed a two-branch network architecture
for few-shot fault diagnosis, which is based on PN and convolu-
tional neural network (CNN). Nevertheless, no related work has
adopted the meta-learning technique to solve the CDFS problem
in welding quality monitoring. Therefore, a CNN-PN-based identi-
fication framework is developed for CDFS classification of welding
defects in this paper, and the main contributions are summarized
below:

(1) A few-shot learning framework is developed for welding
defects classification with limited data, which is achieved
by constructing an identification framework based on a
CNN and PN.

(2) The PN-based identification framework is generalized to
identify external (i.e., industrial-camera image) welding
defects using meta-knowledge learned from internal (i.e.,
X-ray image) welding defects, which can be effectively
and quickly adapted to unseen classes using a small training
set from different domains.

(3) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work using the
meta-learning technique to solve the CDFS problem in
welding quality monitoring.

(4) The Camera-Welds dataset collected from welding beams-
related resources, which contains five representative catego-
ries of welding quality, is used to validate the effectiveness of
the proposed PN-based CDFS identification framework.

Notably, the content of this paper is based on a paper presented at
the IDETC-CIE 2022 conference [29]. This paper is divided into
four sections. Section 2 introduces the background of meta-learning
techniques. Section 3 demonstrates the details of the proposed
approach. The Camera-Welds dataset is used in Sec. 4 to illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method. The conclusion and
future research works are given in Sec. 5.

2 Meta-Learning
The objective of meta-learning is to gain the ability to learn meta-

knowledgeω to generalize across a variety of different tasks beyond
the given observations. In order to obtain the optimal function,
machine learning usually requires prior knowledge, including
initial parameters, learning rates, optimizers, etc. In contrast, meta-
learning identifies the optimal high-level meta-knowledge ω that
can well guide the learning for various tasks.
Given a task T = {Dtrain

T , Dtest
T } with a labeled support (train) and

query (test) set, the optimal meta-knowledge ω can be obtained by

ω∗= argmin
ω

ET i ∼ p(T )︸���︷︷���︸
Meta−training task

[LT i (gθ(T i, LT i ))]︸����������︷︷����������︸
Meta−testing task

(1)

where L denotes the task-specific loss. In the meta-training task, the
performance of ω can be assessed over a probability distribution of
multiple tasks p(T ). In this context, the optimal ω∗ is adjusted and
obtained across multiple tasks, which can help minimize the loss

LT i of new tasks T i with Dtrain
T i

and Dtest
T i
, and promote the learning

of optimal weights θ∗.
Typically, meta-learning techniques can be divided into three

main types: optimization-based, metric-based, and model-based
methods.

2.1 Optimization-Based Meta-Learning Methods.
Optimization-based meta-learning methods share initialization
globally for all given tasks, so it can be quickly applied to new
tasks after fine-tuning with a few samples as shown in Fig. 1.
Most optimization-based techniques are implemented by treating
meta-learning as a two-layer optimization problem as shown in
Eq. (2). In the meta-testing task, the base-learner (parameterized
by θ) alters according to specific tasks based on optimization strat-
egies, for example, gradient descent. In the meta-training task, the
meta-learner (parameterized by ω) is optimized across different
tasks.
For the task Dtrain

T i
= {Dtrain

T i
, Dtest

T i
} and an unlabeled input

x ∈ Dtest
T i

, the probability distribution of x calculated by
optimization-based techniques is

pθ(Y ∣x, Dtrain
T i

) = fg
φ θ,Dtrain

T i
,LT j

( ) (x) (2)

where f denotes the base-learner and gφ represents the learned opti-
mizer that updates the parameter θ of the base-learner based on a
specific task. Therefore, the predicted label ŷ(x) is determined by
maximizing the probability function

ŷ(x) = argmax
m=1,2,...Y

p0(Y|x,S)m (3)

where pθ(Y ∣x, S)i denotes the predicted probability that x belongs to
the class Ym.

2.2 Metric-Based Meta-Learning Methods. Metric-based
meta-learning methods can learn new tasks faster by leveraging pre-
vious learning experiences (meta-learned feature spaces). The idea
is to “learn” non-parametrically in the meta-testing task, which
means the network parameters will not be updated by new task

Fig. 1 Illustration of optimization-based meta-learning method

Fig. 2 Illustration of metric-based meta-learning method
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information so that it is in a non-standard way, as shown in Fig. 2.
When presented with a new task, metric-based techniques simply
rely on comparing the similarity between the support samples and
query samples in the already learned feature space. Therefore, the
metric-based methods can predict the label by matching the
support samples without making changes to the network.
For the task Dtrain

T i
= {Dtrain

T i
, Dtest

T i
} and an unlabeled input

x ∈ Dtest
T i

, the probability that x is classified as the Y class is com-
puted by combining the weighted labels of the support set Dtrain

T i

pθ(Y ∣x, Dtrain
T i

) =
∑

(xj ,yj)∈Dtrain
T i

kθ(x, xj)yj (4)

where kθ(·,·) is the similarity kernel. Larger kθ means more signifi-
cant similarity between the two inputs. Here, in the aforementioned
equation, a larger kθ(x, xj) means it is more likely that x also has the
same label yj as xj.

2.3 Model-Based Meta-Learning Methods. Model-based
meta-learning methods must utilize the information from previous
inputs to guide learning new tasks. Thus, model-based techniques
have an internal or external memory component to integrate previ-
ous information. When new data are given, the predictions on query
data are based on adaptive internal states of the model, which are
hidden from the outside. Thus, this technique is also named black
box, as shown in Fig. 3. The support samples are processed in a
sequential manner. Each time, an input comes in and changes the
model’s internal states, which contain specific information related
to the tasks and will be utilized to predict the new data.
For the task Dtrain

T i
= {Dtrain

T i
, Dtest

T i
} and an unlabeled input

x ∈ Dtest
T i

, the probability distribution of x calculated by model-
based techniques is

pθ(Y ∣x, Dtrain
T i

) = fθ(x, Dtrain
T i

) (5)

where fθ is a model-based technique model with parameter θ.
In this paper, we use the prototypical network, a metric-based

meta-learning method, combined with a convolutional neural
network, whose model complexity is lower than the other two
approaches.

3 Proposed Method
3.1 Description of CDFS Problem. ForaCDFSproblemin the

identification of defective welds, given the source classes Csource∈
Dsource and target classesCtarget∈Dtarget,whereDsource andDtarget rep-
resentsourcedomainandtargetdomain, respectively,differentmaterial
properties and monitoring methods can result in the domain-shift
problem, i.e., cross-domain defect identification. For example, the
Dsource and Dtarget are under different monitoring methods (e.g.,
industrial-camera and X-ray test), while theCtarget andCsource are dis-
joint. Therefore, the CDFSwelding monitoring tries to find a solution
that can minimize the loss in the meta-testing task onDtarget.
Moreover, in CDFS welding monitoring, the labeled samples

used as training data in Csource are abundant, while the labeled

samples in Ctarget are limited, which is termed as an N-way
K-shot problem. For N-way K-shot problems, N is the number of
classes in Ctarget, while each class only has K samples. To solve
the CDFS problem, both domain-shift and the N-way K-shot
problem need to be considered, where the meta-learner can be
quickly adapted to new classes Ctarget in Dtarget and the classifier
can effectively classify the Ctarget with K-shot into one of N
classes. Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the proposed method.

3.2 Embedding and Prototypical Module. The embedding
module is proposed to extract the feature prototype, which is
based on a two-dimensional convolutional neural network
(2D-CNN). Inspired by the feature extractor in PN model for fault
diagnosis [27,28], the embedding module only contains one input
layer, multiple convolutions, max-pooling operators, and batch nor-
malization layers, which has the advantage of low computational
cost and high generalization on images. The architecture details
of the embedding module are shown in Table 1.
To alleviate the potential overfitting problem caused by the

Sigmoid and ReLU function, the leaky rectified linear unit
(LReLU) is adopted as the activation function in the embedding
module, which can be formulated as

h(i) =max(wix, 0) =
wix wix > 0
0 else

{
(6)

where α= 0.01. The LReLU function enables a small amount of
information to flow when the input is less than zero, potentially
more robust during optimization.
The embedding features are fed into the prototypical module and

treated as the class prototypes. The basic idea of the PN is learning
how to effectively determine the similarity between the support
samples and the query samples. Different from the standard two-
layer meta-learning process, the support sample does not update
parameters by providing fault information. In the PN, the inputs
are first mapped into feature space by a feature extractor fφ(·)
with learnable parameters φ, assuming that the embedding
samples are clustered around the centroid that can represent the
entire class, called the prototype. The following equation calculates
the prototypes of all the sample classes

py =
1
Y

∑Y

m=1
fφ(xym) (7)

where py is the prototype of class y, xym denotes the mth the sample
labeled with class Y.
After that, the distance between the query samples and the class

prototypes is determined by the Euclidean distance d( · , · ). For a
query sample xj, the probability that it is classified as the yth
class is computed by the softmax function:

P(Y|xj) =
exp(−d( fφ(xj), py))∑Y
k=1 exp(−d( fφ(xj), pk))

(8)

The predicted label of ŷ(xj) is thus determined by maximizing the
probability function P(Y|xj)

ŷ(xj) = argmax
y

P(Y|xj) (9)

4 Case Study
In this section, the proposed CNN-PN method is tested on the

Camera-Welds dataset collected from welding beams-related
resources, which contains five representative categories of
welding quality. All experiments were implemented in PYTHON

3.9.7 with PyTorch 1.10.2 and run on Windows 10 with an Intel
Core i7-7800X@3.50 GHz CPU and an Nvidia GTX 1080ti
GPU. Additionally, the meta-learning algorithm was implemented
using the learn2learn 0.1.7 library.Fig. 3 Illustration of model-based meta-learning method
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4.1 Dataset Description. At present, no small or large-sized
datasets with camera images of welding are publicly available
due to privacy concerns and information blockade. To deal with
the lack of open-source datasets containing camera images of
welding cases, the Camera-Welds dataset was built by collecting
industrial-camera images from welding beams-related websites
and journal sources. Our dataset includes five representative catego-
ries with 88 patches from different welding cases. The five catego-
ries contain porosity (PO), lack of penetration (LOP), cracks (CR),
slag inclusion (SI), and no defects (ND), which are shown in
Table 2.
Due to the data scarcity and diverse sources, the Camera-Welds

dataset makes DL-based models prone to overfitting, leading to low
generalization and classification performance. As discussed in

Sec. 3, meta-learning is proposed to learn prior defect knowledge
from out-of-domain tasks during the meta-training phase and
achieve accurate CDFS classification of welding defects by apply-
ing the acquired welding defect knowledge. In this paper, the public
GDXray-Welds dataset provided by the Institute for Materials
Research and Testing (BAM) in Berlin is used to build the
out-of-domain task [11]. The GDXray-Welds dataset has the
same categories as the Camera-Welds dataset, which contains 88
X-ray images with one ND quality and four types of defects, includ-
ing PO, LOP, CR, and SI. Based on prior knowledge and image pre-
processing, the 7631 patches with 32 × 32 pixels are cropped from
the X-ray images, which are shown in Table 3.

4.2 Classification Performances. Different methods are com-
pared to verify the effectiveness of the proposed CNN-PN, includ-
ing learnable MAML [24], basic CNN, and CNN with transfer
learning (TLCNN). During the meta-training procedure, the
Adam optimizer is used to update the parameters of the classifier.
The initial learning rate was defined as 3 × 10−3 and decreased by
a factor of 0.8 every ten epochs. In this experiment, the total
number of meta-training epochs and episodes were defined as 50
and 30, respectively. The basic CNN and TLCNN adopted
2D-CNN with the same architecture as the embedding module in
CNN-PN, which are trained by Adam optimizer with the same

Fig. 4 Flowchart of the proposed CNN-PN method

Table 1 The architecture details of the embedding module

Layer type Kernel size Stride Channels Padding

Convolution-1 3 × 3 1 × 1 32 Yes
BatchNorm-1 — — 32 —
LReLU-1 — — — —
MaxPool-1 3 × 3 2 × 2 32 No
Convolution-2 3 × 3 1 × 1 64 Yes
BatchNorm-2 — — 64 No
LReLU-2 — — — —
MaxPool-2 3 × 3 2 × 2 64 No
Convolution-3 3 × 3 1 × 1 128 Yes
BatchNorm-3 — — 128 No
LReLU-3 — — — —
MaxPool-3 3 × 3 2 × 2 128 —
Convolution-4 3 × 3 1 × 1 64 Yes
BatchNorm-4 — — 64 No
LReLU-4 — — — —
MaxPool-4 3 × 3 2 × 2 64 No
Dropout (0.5) — — — —
Flatten — — — —
Fully Connected — — 256 —

Table 2 Quality types in the Camera-Welds dataset

Label Types Example Sample

0 PO 15

1 LOP 12

2 SI 26

3 CR 16

4 ND 19
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hyper-parameters as meta-learning. Unless otherwise stated, all
experiments were performed ten times to avoid contingency
during the meta-testing process, and the average values were
regarded as the final results of classification for analysis. To evalu-
ate the performance of the proposed approach, accuracy is used, as
formulated below

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(10)

where TP, TN, FP, FN represent the number of true positive, true
negative, false positive, and false negative, respectively. The
testing accuracy is used to evaluate different methods, calculated
using the testing dataset. The higher the test accuracy value, the
more accurate the model is.
In this work, we assume the source domain contains sufficient

labeled data, which is used to support the few-shot welding moni-
toring tasks with minimal training data in the target domain. To
investigate the identification performance of CNN-PN on welding
with CDFS problem, experiments using one-shot and five-shot
tasks are performed, which means the training sets contain only
one or five samples. Tables 4 and 5 present the testing results on dif-
ferent tasks. From the classification results shown in Tables 4 and 5,
the proposed CNN-PN method can accurately classify types in dif-
ferent tasks. For the five-way one-shot task in Table 4, the average
testing accuracy of the basic CNN is only 17.05%, which is 57.2%
lower than CNN-PN. Compared with the MAML and TLCNN, the
proposed method achieves an average accuracy improvement of
23.72% and 28.57%, respectively. In addition, the results show
that the 1 training samples are still satisfactory for CNN-PN,
while the other methods could not achieve satisfactory performance.
The testing accuracy shown in Table 5 shows that the proposed
CNN-PN method has the best performance, achieving average
testing accuracy of 91.60% and a standard deviation of 4.18%.
Although the TLCNN outperforms the basic CNN, it still achieves
inferior performance compared with meta-learning methods, which
means the meta-learning can effectively solve the few-shot problem
in welding monitoring. The compared results are shown in Fig. 5; it

is evident from Fig. 5 that the results of CNN-PN are superior to
other methods, demonstrating that the proposed method has more
robust generalization and recognition ability than other methods.

5 Conclusion
This paper presents a CNN-PN-based method for CDFS classifi-

cation of welding defects, which can not only be generalized to
identify unseen faults with limited labeled samples but also be
used for scenarios under different measurements. A dataset with
normal welds and four representative defect categories measured
by an industrial camera, i.e., the Camera-Welds, is used to validate
the effectiveness of the proposed method. The conclusions can be
illustrated as follows:
First, a novel CNN-based embedding module is developed to

extract the representations of welding images and generate high-
fidelity prototypes to improve the performance of a few-shot classi-
fication. Second, by combining with embedding module and proto-
typical network, a CNN-PN-based framework is developed, which
can effectively reduce the influence of domain-shift caused by dif-
ferent measurements and quickly adapts to unseen classes with
small training sets. Third, we built the Camera-Welds dataset by
collecting industrial-camera images from public resources about
welding beams. Fourth, the GDXray-Welds and Camera-Welds
datasets are used to validate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. For the five-way five-shot classification on the Camera-
Welds dataset, the average testing accuracy of the proposed
method is 91.60%, which is higher than the results of other
models. Even using only one training sample for the five-way
one-shot classification task, the CNN-PN achieves a satisfactory
testing accuracy of 74.25%, which shows that integrating the meta-
knowledge learned from out-of-domain defects sensors can signifi-
cantly improve the performance of CDFS learning. In summary, the
proposed method achieves the highest average testing accuracy of

Table 3 Quality types in the GDXray-Welds dataset

Label Types Example Sample

0 PO 1551

1 LOP 1856

2 SI 1328

3 CR 1472

4 ND 1424

Table 4 Testing accuracy of five-way one-shot task on
Camera-Welds dataset

Trial no. CNN-PN MAML Basic CNN TLCNN

1 80.00% 60.00% 22.73% 38.64%
2 72.50% 35.00% 25.00% 34.09%
3 70.00% 50.00% 13.64% 45.45%
4 77.50% 55.00% 11.36% 47.73%
5 75.00% 57.75% 9.09% 43.18%
6 70.00% 42.50% 20.45% 36.36%
7 67.50% 40.00% 27.27% 40.91%
8 75.00% 62.50% 18.18% 59.09%
9 80.00% 45.00% 6.82% 54.55%
10 75.00% 57.50% 15.91% 56.82%
Average 74.25% 50.53% 17.05% 45.68%
Std 4.04% 8.95% 6.53% 8.29%

Table 5 Testing accuracy of five-way five-shot task on
Camera-Welds dataset

Trial no. CNN-PN MAML Basic CNN TLCNN

1 92.00% 68.00% 33.33% 54.76%
2 88.00% 76.00% 16.67% 52.38%
3 92.00% 72.00% 23.81% 71.43%
4 100.00% 60.00% 30.95% 59.52%
5 84.00% 64.00% 28.57% 66.67%
6 92.00% 68.00% 26.19% 35.71%
7 92.00% 76.00% 21.43% 45.24%
8 96.00% 80.00% 19.05% 69.05%
9 88.00% 60.00% 35.71% 64.29%
10 92.00% 72.00% 40.48% 57.14%
Average 91.60% 69.60% 27.62% 57.62%
Std 4.18% 6.50% 7.24% 10.59%

Fig. 5 The compared results of different models under variable
tasks
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82.93% for the K-shot classification on different tasks, which shows
that the proposed method has more substantial generalization than
other methods.
Although the proposed CNN-PN-based method obtains reliable

results for CDFS classification of welding defects, there are still
some critical limitations: (1) the testing accuracy (74.25%) of the
five-way one-shot classification task is still inadequate for real-
world applications; (2) the balanced dataset is used to validate the
proposed method, which reduces the difficulty of the welding mon-
itoring task. Actually, data imbalance exists ubiquitously in real-
world applications, which will deteriorate the model performance;
(3) only welding defect is not enough to validate the generalization
of the proposed method.
As part of future work, the improved prototypical network [30] or

state-of-the-art meta-learning [31] will be considered for use in the
CNN-PN, which is beneficial to further improve the robustness and
accuracy. To further validate the generalization of the proposed
method, more cross-domain case studies using different datasets
(e.g., from additive manufacturing to laser welding, from gearbox
faults to bearing faults, etc.) will be investigated.
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